
00:00:01 [inaudible].

00:00:10 Welcome everyone to another special results. Now Webinar, this is Jeff Herring, 
your host. We're broadcasting live, Chubby and I right here from our virtual 
studios here, north of Atlanta, Georgia in the foothills of the north Georgia 
mountains where our topic today is stop grinding 24 seven. Master the one 
template. And when you do, you will. Okay. When you do, you will stop grinding 
24, seven. The Mike sounds good, Steve or the topic sounds good. I hope it's 
both. Um, welcome to the topics that Steve. Okay, that'll work well. That's why 
we got so many people here. Um, thank you for that. No, Steve, I appreciate 
that. I want to welcome all our regulars and even our irregulars welcome back 
people that have not been with us for a while. Thank you for coming and joining 
us and a special welcome to all our first timers. I do believe that you will quickly 
see we do things a little bit differently around here then most webinars.

00:01:20 So let us proceed and talk about how you're going to get better training for free. 
Then you get on most things you pay for and you'll have to decide whether that 
is a true claim or not. Jenny's welcoming or Jenny's checking in from rainy and 
chilly sugar land, Texas. All right, so we always have sponsors for our shows. And 
the first one is the one template masterclass that is a three part masterclass 
that is coming up and you're going to be invited to into when we finish up this 
show, if and only if I deliver on all my promises and as you know, I will check in 
and see if in fact I have. Okay. And we also have a charity sponsor called 
Lighthouse family retreat. Um, an organization here in Atlanta that I am just 
very, very, very in love with. Uh, they serve, we serve families living through 
childhood cancer all year long.

00:02:26 We served them in, in the summer, take them on a restorative retreats for a 
week and just serve the heck out of them so they can just be kids and the 
families together without all the hassle. So later on when you invest in the one 
template masterclass and in yourself, you'll also be investing in helping these 
families. So, um, it's a feel good kind of thing. All right, so here's what you're 
going to discover. Why grinding 24 seven is the worst possible online advice, 
how making a student cry on a teleseminar opened a simpler world for us all. 
How do you eat a pizza? And then that sound like an odd bunch of stuff to be 
teaching you. You'll see. Then we're going to introduce the one template, three 
ways to leverage the one template. We'll do some demos. They'll invite you into 
your next success steps, what to do now next. And then I want to give you a one 
template genius tip that allows you to play at a very high level and just like all 
my events, so much more folks. So if you guys are ready to go, give me a Yay or 
nay in the Q and a.

00:03:42 See. Yay. All right. Thank you for all those J's and season. Yeah, and yes, here we 
go, Bill. Look at that in under five minutes. We're already doing content. Wow. I 
told all the newcomers, this is going to be a real different experience for you. 
Okay. My goal is to be doing content in under seven minutes. Broke it by three 
minutes. It's only four after. Let's go ahead. Why grinding 24 seven is the worst 
possible advice online. Please. Let's take a moment and enjoy that graphic 
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there. I went looking for sausages for a different graphic places and found this 
one and I really think this captures what we're trying to get out of here. Okay. 
Because grinding 24 seven is only good for sausages yet that's become a really 
popular thing online. Keep grinding it out way to grind. You've got to grind 24 
seven to make it. No, you don't. We got into this to make a difference and a 
profit and to have more free time. Right. Not to grind 24 seven that's just 
ridiculous.

00:04:52 Yeah.

00:04:53 Listen, I like Gary V, Gary Vaynerchuck. I've interviewed in person. Gary 
Vaynerchuk. I liked the guy. All right. I've read his books. He's the, he's the real 
deal. Who you see on online is who he is in real purse. Okay? I've seen him a 
few times. Okay. Gary Vee is Gary V. He's real big on the grinding 24 seven okay. 
I disagree with you are not Gary v

00:05:24 B you okay? All I want you to do is be the best freaking possible version of you. 
Okay? And that'll be just fine because there are more people out there waiting 
to hear your message, who can only hear it from you than you can ever get to in 
your lifetime. And you don't have to grind 24 seven to do that. So you guys have 
been wondering what this is about, right? How making a student cry on a 
teleseminar opened a simpler world for all of us. Now this is back in the early 
days. It's just probably 10 12 years ago. I was working with some folks want to 
tell a seminar just like this one ship. There was a teleseminar or a Webinar, just 
audio. And this woman was committed. She was wed to the notion she couldn't 
create content. So I tried all my typical tricks and then I tried my last one. Okay, 
25 years as a counseling psychologist. I'll teach you a few things to pay 
attention. And um, the final trick was just giving up and letting her believe that 
and going on to another topic of conversation, which was just asking her 
questions about her niche. And so I asked her what was one of the big mistakes 
people usually make in, um, in that niche. And we talked about it and then I 
asked her what do you suggest people do instead instead of that mistake.

00:06:58 And then we did that three times and after we had done that three times I had 
been taking notes and I should have, well listen, I've got some notes here cause 
we just created your first piece of content and bless her heart, she started 
crying, it was good tears and she's gone on to create all kinds of content and be 
real successful in her niche. Okay. So what that did is really showed the power 
of looking at something that people are intimidated by looking at something 
that appears big, creating content and breaking it down into manageable 
chunks. Templates do that. The template we're going to work from today is 
probably the most powerful I've ever stumbled across, created, discovered, 
whatever. Okay. So I'm sorry if that's a let down about, you know, making 
somebody cry. It wasn't like I was, you know, being a mean guy or making 
somebody feel bad. I'm willing to trick somebody into getting what they say 
they want, you know? So there you go. All right. To say it a different way, type 
into the chat, your favorite kind of pizza, just, just whatever it is. We discovered 
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a place here locally. She's for Kim that uh, they call it the lava pizza is hand 
pineapple and cinnamon. There you go. Brenda Hawaiian, Hawaiian for Helen.

00:08:29 Yeah,

00:08:30 Pepperoni from Vicky, thin crust, pepperoni. Michael the works for Debbie. Hey, 
you go. Anybody else?

00:08:40 Okay.

00:08:41 Terry, gluten free. No cheese, lots of veggies. I'm with you on the Veggie part. I'll 
take the extra cheese and gluten off of yours. Dave says shrimp. There you go. 
Okay, so the question becomes what would, if you tried to eat Miriam, Vince 
sends those pizza, meat, onion, vegetables, anchovies, I'm with you on 
everything. But those little Harry fish. Um, well what happened though, Miriam 
rose, if you tried to eat an extra large been sins zos pizza in one bite, you'd 
choke or one yet. Okay. How many of you have ever felt like you faced 
something online and you and it made you choke? You know, Yay or nay in the 
Q and a folks, we've all done that. How do we eat a pizza?

00:09:31 Okay,

00:09:31 we slice it up and we eat it one bite at a time. Thank you for that. Yay. And the Q 
and a, Dave. Um, we eat it one bite at a time and you are going to be amazed 
going forward at what you can create when you break it into manageable 
chunks. So here we go. Introducing the one template over here on the right you 
see a bunch of pieces, a bunch of chunks, a bunch of slices to continue. The 
pizza metaphor if you will, or even if you won't. And we got playing with this as 
we often do. One day in my, uh, insiders mastermind and uh, we and as we 
often do, putting that mastermind together, uh, it was pretty amazing what we 
came up with. And for a couple of weeks we continued to build upon it and I'm 
going to teach you one version of that. Of course, there's a deeper level in the 
master class, super masterclass and even deeper level in the mastermind. 
However, you're going to walk away with stuff. You can use tobacco just like 
every day. All right, so let's say that I wanted to come on and do a quick Q and. 
A. Okay. There was a really good question that came on, came in and I wanted 
to put together a five minute or so, five to seven minute little video chat livecast 
about that. So I'd come over here to the, um,

00:11:13 to the one template and I'd pull over a sponsor. Okay. That would start out with 
a welcome everybody. This is Jeff Herring and today's sponsor is, today's show is 
sponsored by, and it would be sponsored by probably like one of my opt in 
pages, 21 fresh content ideas.com.

00:11:32 Okay.
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00:11:35 And then I'd pull over, I'd get right in to the question. We've got a great 
question that came in from one of our regular members and that question is 
blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. Here's the answer, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. Okay. 
And then I'd probably tell a story if the multicolored ball of death would stop 
bothering me. All right, come over here. There we go. I probably tell us a little 
story about it

00:12:11 and then I'd have a call to action. It might be to join a Webinar or it might be to 
go buy something. It might be to go get something for free. Okay. And then I'd 
sign off and that would be the show. So we pull the sign off over in here. Okay. 
So from that template, from that one template, I'm able to create easily a five to 
seven minutes show. Now these are the big chunks. Okay. I gave you some 
examples of filling these in. When I say short story, I mean short story, a couple 
of lines, a couple of not, not a long, long story. I started an email off with that 
today. Last Tuesday. They cancelled school here north of Atlanta because of the 
coming snowmageddon and today it's going to have a approach. 80 story. Okay. 
And then uh, a CTA, a call to action offer.

00:13:10 And then I'm going to sign off. Thanks for being here for this brief Q and. A. If 
you've got a question, please send it in and we'll try to make it part of one of 
our shows until then go use this stuff and we'll catch you next time. There's the 
sign off. Okay. Now how many people buy a by a Yay or nay in the Q and? A? 
Having seen this, think they could maybe put together a five to seven minute 
little answer a question on a livecast podcast email webinar. Thank you for that. 
Yay. Kim and others big. Yes, from linen, Doug and Brenda. Okay, cool. All right, 
so that's one version of using the one tip. But Helen says it very important how 
she says it here. Yes, definitely. When put so simply, I don't think you know this 
for a minute this way, Helen, but that's one of the best testimonials I've gotten 
this year.

00:14:18 If I was saying that on January 1st and be a great thing, but right here on the 
beginning of February, it is a great thing because I've gotten a lot of testimonials 
gratefully and I love that one. Yes, definitely. When it's put so simply and see, 
Jenny says, this is so good. Thank you. That's one of my things. One of my 
callings, one of my drives is to keep things as simple as possible. I've seen 
people take information and complicated. Um, one of the best ways I've ever 
seen that done was my very first class in Grad school was statistics and I'm like, 
Oh God, we got to ruin this experience this way. We knew it was counseling 
psychology, but you know what? The textbook was paper back and it was called 
everything you ever wanted to know about statistics. But we're afraid to ask Ken 
brewer made it simple and doable even for a brain like mine and is not wired for 
math and numbers.

00:15:24 Okay. And I remember deciding then if I ever am I, if I'm ever on the other side 
of this equation, I want to keep things simple. Early on. Um, when I was in my, 
um, when I was in my a tiny little 700 square foot apartment when I moved up 
here and first started online, um, one weekend I had created a product. And uh, 
then that week I was listening to a product creation teleseminar where they said 
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they would show us how to create our products and it would cost $2,000 and 
take a year. And I like, let me throw the BS flag here because I just created a 
product that weekend. Okay. I'm going to show you how to do that easily here 
in a minute and then even deeper in the masterclass that I want you to join us 
on. All right. Helen is asking what a Polka is. We'll, we'll get their hand. We'll get 
there, I promise. All right. So let's break this down. Okay. Let's use the one 
template to create any email. All right? So I usually start out as an email.

00:16:38 Yeah.

00:16:38 With a short story. Okay. And then I teach something, right?

00:16:49 And then there is usually, um, a call to action, right? We're doing a Webinar or 
are we doing this or this is available or whatever. Okay. So short story, a tip and 
a call to action. All right? And then I might bring in Helen a Polka. Okay. What's a 
Poco is to preview of coming attractions. Polka stands for preview of coming 
attractions. But we could say it this way. We could call it poker, poker, poker, 
right. And have fun with it. Okay. And then I would do a sign off helping you 
grow further faster. And then I would do one of my pss.

00:17:39 Yeah.

00:17:40 Sometimes it's a serious ps. Sometimes it's a joke, like, um, for instance, what 
do you call a guy? Okay. Um, and this is, this is for you to answer. It's not 
rhetorical in the Q and. A, what do you call a guy?

00:17:59 Okay.

00:17:59 With nobody. And just a nose. What do you call a guy with no body and just to 
nose and he guesses. Play with me here in the, in the chat, what do you call a 
guy with nobody? And just to note, as Kim says, smelly, Helen says snotty. You 
guys. I liked that. I like that. All right, so what do you call a guy with a miserable 
nosy sniff? I love you guys. Nosy body. Linda. Linda says close. Okay. This is what 
you call a guy with nobody. And just to knows, nobody knows. Oh, I know. Okay. 
Or sometimes I'll put in the PS, um, this ps left intentionally blank and just have 
fun with it that way. All right, so there is a six part template created from the 
one template to create your emails. Gimme gimme some feedback here. Does 
that make sense? On how to do an email, another yay or nay in the Q and. A? Is 
this making sense to you? Can you see yourself doing this? Can you see yourself 
using this for an email? Absolutely. Perfect sense. Okay.

00:19:21 Yeah.

00:19:22 Easiest I've seen says Jim, thanks. Appreciate that a lot. It makes perfect sense. 
It says, Kim, do you have any cam? I like that together. All right, so there's using 
the one template to create your email. All right? And you would add other 
things like the subject line and, and something I do. I don't know anybody else 
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that teaches us unless I've taught them. Um, but when you put in, you know 
who it's from, you can adjust that. It can be different than just your name, right? 
And there's a lot of cool things you can do. MMM. Janie says yes and so 
different from the standard. No, get attention when I receive, there's a lot of 
those out there, I know, right? Okay. So yeah, you can make, make, you can 
make your emails fun with this. And, and I'm always looking for two things. 
Make it easy, make it profitable, make it fun. All right, so we're moving right 
along here. That's creating your email. All right? One to see how you would 
create a live cast with this. I showed you a quick one, but you want to see how 
you would create a longer one with this. All right, here we go.

00:20:33 Create your livecast. All right. Now, one of the big dangers of live casts as I see 
him is people get on and part of that's just who we are, right? We like to teach, 
we like to help. So people tend to to deliver too much. Okay. You want to stay 
to one topic?

00:20:56 All right.

00:20:59 And so you choose your topic and then I would have a sponsor. Okay. I'm not 
gonna say anything about the topic. I'm just going to say welcome to the show 
everyone. This is Jeff Herring, your host. And today sponsor is 21 fresh content 
ideas. You can get those, that 21 fresh content ideas.com. Okay. There you go. 
There's a sponsor. Okay. And then I'm going to offer one tip. I'm going to teach a 
tip like I would could teach, um, what to say in an email subject line. That could 
be the tip. Right now we're going to get the Q and a in a minute. I'm going to 
answer one question, but I want to have something in between.

00:21:44 Okay?

00:21:44 So we're going to have

00:21:48 one segment. But you know what I would probably do, I would probably do a 
story just to engage everybody before I did the one tip. Now I didn't do that 
mess up on purpose, but it's kind of convenient for us because it shows us how 
easy it is to move this stuff around. All right. Um, so I would do one segment 
and by segment I mean something fun, joking around like, um, like Jimmy 
Fallon's, uh, thank you notes. You know, we, the music starts and he goes, thank 
you for, um, you know, when I did tell us seminars before it was visual, I used to 
talk about how the segment column, what's on Jeff's desk. All right. Like I'd 
reach over here and I'd grab this faded movie ticket from what is it? Oh yeah, 
over the holidays when Kayla and I went to see, hard to see.

00:22:42 But it's a movie ticket from creed too, cause they're doing a good job of 
continuing the rocky story with the creed series. Um, so it's a nice memory that 
I've kept. Um, Jim likes the modular design. The, you ain't seen nothing yet, Jim, 
with where we're going with this. You really, thank you. I appreciate that. But 
you really haven't seen anything yet with where we're going with this. So that 
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would be kind of a segment to be playful, engage people, kind of wake people 
up and then I'd say, Hey, it's question time. We get questions. So here's the 
question that's come in. How do you blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.

00:23:17 Okay.

00:23:20 And then I might tell another story.

00:23:23 Okay.

00:23:26 What am I, um, one of my mastermind students calls it story time with Jeff. So I 
might tell another story and then as we wrap up, I'm going to make an offer. It 
might be something to buy, it might just be something to sign up for, right. And 
then I'm going to tell him what's coming up next time we get together.

00:23:52 Okay.

00:23:53 And I probably won't include a PS. I'll just do a sign off and then we're done. 
Three, six, nine, that's a 10 part, right? Two, four, six, eight, a 10 part. Livecast 
they could go anywhere from, from 10 minutes to a half hour. Um, I try to keep 
all my, my livecast to 20 minutes. Hey, got any idea why, any guesses why I try 
to keep my, um, my livecast 20 minutes. The real clear reason it has to do with 
attention span Kim and Brenda. It sure does. Right. Miriam rose. So people don't 
lose concentration. Yeah. Cause that's what this little thing called Netflix does. 
And now all the other ones that are followed Hulu and Amazon prime and all 
the others. Okay. It's training people day. So why, why not go with what people 
already know. All right. So could you, would you playing doctor Seuss here? 
Could you or would you create a live cast in these parts? Okay. If you wanted to 
make it shorter, we could take out the, the um, the second story. Certainly. 
Right. We don't have to do that.

00:25:29 Okay.

00:25:29 We could, we could even leave out an offer and just do the sponsor again. Right. 
And remember our sponsor today? Nope, not that. Remember, our sponsor 
today is 21 fresh content ideas at 21, fresh content ideas.com. Um, what else 
could we do to make it shorter? Well, we could take out the question and now 
we've just got an eight part. Okay. Um, there's all kinds of things you can do 
with this.

00:26:09 Okay.

00:26:10 All right, so we've done an email. We've done a live cast. Now we're going to up 
the ante a little bit. Would you guys like to see me create a template for a 
product with this system? I need a big Yay or nay
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00:26:36 in the Q and. A. Is it better if the story relates to something on your topic? 
Ashlea and you can relate anything to your topic this morning. I said just last 
week on Tuesday they cancel school because of the coming snowmageddon and 
uh, what else did I say? And now the temperature is going to be close to 80 
today. And the other thing it's going to set a rate and it's going to set a new set 
new records here. And another thing we're setting records with his, the 
excitement leading up to today's Webinar. Okay. So you can, you can blend a 
story into your topic certainly. Okay. My goodness, I've got yes, please enforce. 
Sure. And big. Yeah. Allemang other things for this product one. Okay, so here 
we go. Okay, so creating your information product. Now there's a couple of 
ways to do this, and in the in the masterclass I'm going to teach you how to 
create. I want to teach you how to get your your list community, your members, 
your customers can pay you to create your next product or your first product. 
Okay? So you pick a topic. All right? So whatever your topic may be, we're not 
going to worry about the sponsors right now and you're going to deliver a 
couple of things right before you deliver the one tip.

00:28:11 If you're going to talk about a mistake, okay, when a mistake in one tip, then 
you could tell a story about somebody that implemented that tip or how do you 
use that tip? You could also tell a story around the mistake, all right? Then 
you're going to take questions around what you just taught. Okay? So instead of 
one question, now it's questions or Q and a. All right? Now at this point, you 
could make an offer at the end of a, of a training, right? Preview of coming 
attractions for the next module and then you're going to do your sign off. Okay, 
so three, six, eight and guess what kids? This is just module one. All right. This is 
just module one and then you've got a pattern here, don't ya? Okay. And then 
you do module two.

00:29:42 Module three is mini little modules as your heart desires or as this topic needs. 
Okay? So listen very, very carefully because you're probably thinking this 
doesn't, this doesn't look like a lot of content, Jeff. Well guess what? When you 
add modules, it adds up. Okay? And your product doesn't have to be the be all 
and end all for that topic. As a matter of fact, it shouldn't. It should just be 
volume one and later on you can give volume to and through volume 337 and 
the value of a module is not measured by its length. It's measured by what you 
can take away and do just like this, okay? Because you guys now have an outline 
for some things. We're going to go deeper in the masterclass, but I want to 
invite you into in just a minute. But you've chosen the topic, you've named a 
mistake. People make, you're giving the tip telling a story about how to use it, 
answering their questions, offering something that goes along with it. Tell them 
what's coming next and you sign off. There's your product. Kim says, this 
module idea is sounding more and more like actual teaching. Focus on one thing 
at a time. Leave time for practice and application, then offer the next 
information. Brilliant. Kim, you got it. Exactly. You got it. Exactly. It's a big, big 
thing. Broken down

00:31:34 into very small manageable chunks. Okay. So, um, and then you just do it for as 
many modules as you want. Now what we've done here is we've created the 
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outline. What I'm going to show you how to do in specific detail and the super 
masterclass is how to fill these things in.

00:32:03 Okay?

00:32:04 How to fill in a mistake, how to fill in the tip, how to make a story relate. Okay, 
how did you, all of this stuff. So you complete this and listen. Well, no, I'm going 
to share that in the, um, in the, uh, genius tip coming up. There is a genius tip 
coming up that yeah, this is cool and yeah, this was great. And, and yeah, this is 
just the tip of the tip of the iceberg of where we're going with this. Okay. 
Because where we're seriously, seriously, seriously, seriously. Okay. Where 
we're going with this is going to revolutionize the Internet and I want you guys 
to be part of it in the beginning. Okay. Um, so all that to say the genius tip is 
gonna is gonna what is it going to do? It's going to convince you in, in a times a 
hundred. Okay. And you're right, Jeff, you seem excited. It's because I am 
excited. Um, I love this. I love making things simpler for people. I love changing 
how difficult it is for people and I get excited about what's coming and I'm, I'm, 
I'm bordering on giddy about this. All right, so you guys just saw how you can 
do,

00:33:31 okay.

00:33:32 Oh wait, I gotta answer Jenny's question cause it's beautiful. It's one of my 
favorite questions. I don't think an info product is applicable to my niche. Escape 
Room businesses. Am I wrong? Please don't make me cry. I love, I won't make 
you cry. Journey and lessons with delight. Okay. Let me ask you something, 
Jenny. We're going to do a little Q and a right here, folks, and it's going to go to, 
um, teach you a lot. It's going to be instructive for everybody. All right, let me 
ask you this journey. Who comes to your, to your, who comes to escape rooms? 
Who goes to escape rooms? I know that's a bizarre question.

00:34:28 Yeah.

00:34:31 Ann says millennials. Yeah. And millennials. And Jenny says, people who want to 
have fun. Exactly. Okay. The key word there is people. Hey, if you sell to people, 
this will work. Okay. Because human nature, despite all the changes around us, 
human nature doesn't change. And what I teach is based on solid principles of 
human nature and of helping people. Okay. Um, so it'll work. Now there's two 
levels for you, Jenny. It's creating a course and showing people how to get the 
most fun out of escape rooms. The mistakes people make, the tips they needed 
to be successful. Okay. Um, and the other level is there's other people that do 
escape rooms. Right? Okay. So you could have a course for or an info product 
for people that run escape rooms.

00:35:45 Okay.
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00:35:49 And Sue says there's a ton of things you can do to promote and educate people 
about escape rooms. Yeah. And I was one of them, Jenny, when you first came 
on board, um, I had a misconception, here's a mistake and if I had it, others 
have it. I thought it was just something they made scary movies out of. I didn't 
know it was a real thing, you know, like a laser tag kind of room. I didn't know it 
was a real thing. Um, there's three down in Atlanta that I didn't know about. I 
found out about, we're going to check out. Okay. So there's Sue's right? There's 
a ton of things you can do to promote and educate people about escape rooms. 
Jenny now where I was going before Jenny asked a wonderful question that was 
instructive or is instructive for you guys is this, you've learned how with the one 
template you can create emails, you can create livecast and you can create info 
products. All right? Tip of the iceberg. There's so much more fun to show you 
some of that and the genius tip and in the masterclass. So, um, you guys 
enjoying this so far? I've got some valuable stuff you can use. One more yay or 
nay in the Q and. A please.

00:37:11 Definitely. Yay. Yay. Yay. Yay. I didn't cry. Jenny says, all good. Says Bernie. Okay. 
Linen. Doug. I love it. What is an escape room? See, we need the product to 
educate us. There you go, Jenny. Okay, so I'm glad you guys have gotten good 
stuff. So far there's a lot more common. Okay. Including the genius tip. But first I 
have to ask this question in a different way. Have I delivered, give me a yes or 
no in the Q. And a. Have I delivered so far and as my my mastermind group, one 
of the things we do in there is we do a look over your shoulder session where 
they get to watch me create something on Tuesday. I created this Webinar and 
they made it better than I could have and one of the things they pointed out as 
they went, oh look, the pizza ties in with the pizza example before. I never saw 
that. So good on them. So yes, yes, yes, always. Of course. Okay, good.

00:38:08 Yeah, we're gonna. We're gonna work on that, Miriam, how to apply it to your 
business. All right, so now I'm going to show you what this next masterclass, the 
next super masterclass is all about what we're going to teach you. Then I'm 
going to show you the genius tip, then answer some questions and then we're 
going to wrap up. That was a poker preview of coming attractions within a 
Webinar. Okay. To do this, I had three choices. One of them was to teach these 
one at a time and charge for each one for each part of the three-part 
masterclass. My second choice was combined them into a super powerful three 
pronged attack for just one price, okay? And yes, we'll deliver pizza to him or a, 
and however you say that is an a in or an um, I chose number two, combining 
them into a super powerful super masterclass.

00:39:01 Three pronged attack for just one price. And, and calling it three pronged is kind 
of an understatement, and you'll understand that when we get to the genius tip. 
Okay. Introducing the one template masterclass will you where you will create 
your email, create your livecast, excuse me, and create your info product. Okay? 
Create your livecast. Let me create your email, creates your livecast and create 
your info product. So you'll have an info product and email and live livecast to 
promote your information product. There's a method to this madness, kids. All 
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right, the one template super masterclass. So here's your invitation to get three 
masterclasses in one.

00:39:46 Okay?

00:39:46 Okay. So here's what we're going to do in the create your email masterclass. I 
showed you a little bit of it, but would you believe there's a whole lot more, 
such as create your signature from, nobody does this and it's huge. Create your 
subject line, create your story, create your tip, create your invitation, create 
your column, sign off, create your ps four 97 value. Now listen, within this, 
within the invitation I'm going to teach you and your invitation is getting people 
to join your info. Um, I'm sorry. That's your now I jumped infoproducts scratch 
that. I'll do that in a few slides. We're doing emails here. Okay. So your story, 
your tip, your invitation, what do you want them to do? Your sign off, um, and 
then your, um, European. Okay. Each of these are strategically designed to 
engage people.

00:40:53 Okay.

00:40:54 And to um, get people to take action. Adriana? Yes. I wouldn't wonder about 
you. I'm glad you're here. One of our brand new insiders. There will be a replay 
of this. Um, and it will be available sometime tomorrow. They'll also be an 
encore show tomorrow. And as an insider, Adriana, you get access to this 
forever, even when it's disappeared for everybody else. Okay. So and yeah, all 
insiders get the masterclasses too. So welcome aboard. Um, all right, so that's 
going to be prong one is creating your email. Okay.

00:41:38 All right. So then prom two is creating your livecast or have a whole masterclass 
on doing that. Okay. Here's how we're going to do it. Critch topic. Great. Your 
sponsor, your story, your tip, your call to action, your sign off, your poker 
preview of coming attractions for 97 value. So you'll be able to get on and do 
masterclasses for five minutes, for 20 minutes, as much as you want. Um, make 
money from them, build your list with them. And if you don't want it, you don't 
even got to show your face. I mean you can do it with slides. So we'll teach you 
both ways. And then the third prong is your info product. Watch what you're 
going to do it. Choose your topic and choose your delivery. Now remember on a 
super masterclass for each one of these, for the email, one for the livecast, one 
for the info product one and for whatever other ones we bonus in.

00:42:41 Cause you know I do that all the time. You were actually going to do it on the 
training. You're going to create it on the training. You will leave the email 
training masterclass with an email created. You'll leave the livecast with livecast 
created and you'll leave the info product one with an info product outlined and 
partially created, maybe even all the way created. Okay? If you play along and 
should create your modules, we're going to create your offer. Choose your 
price, hangs up. A lot of people create your backstage pass. That is the 
technique I teach the strategy I use to set it up so your customers pay you to 
create your next product or your first product. This is what I call a silly internet 
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question, but it will give me a chance to get a drink of water, Yay or nay in the 
Q. And. A. Would you like to get paid in advance to create your next information 
product or your first information product? Absolutely. That's a good answer, 
Terry. All right. That's what we're going to do in here, and then we're going to 
show you how to launch the thing, all a four 97 value. Okay, so already we're up 
to 1500 bucks value. Relax. Not going to be anywhere near that. Okay? People 
don't get started because they were afraid. They don't know what to do next. 
I'm very, very big on that. I want you to know exactly

00:44:22 okay,

00:44:22 exactly where to get started and exactly what to do next every step of the way. 
Okay. Now, each masterclass includes the live training and you can see the 
values here. One 97 I'm not going to read them all for sake of time, okay?

00:44:39 Yeah.

00:44:39 The recorded webinar training, the unedited transcripts, a checklist to help you 
make sure you're doing everything right, the universal laws, small chunks of 
information to keep you on track. The templates in addition to the one template 
for each part that makes it easy for you to do wizards where applicable.

00:45:03 Okay.

00:45:03 Going to turn it into an Ebook, the unedited transcript, and you've got a 
Facebook group for each masterclass. Okay. Add all those up where we're at 
1276 for each one. Don't get scared. There's going to be real manageable. I 
think you're gonna like it. Okay, so total it all together. The create your email 
package value is 1773 the create your live cast package value was 1773 and the 
creating your info product package, complete value of 1773 adding it all 
together, 53 19 and it would be worth all that for what you're going to be able 
to do with it. However, got a really good deal for you, okay, but first you've got 
to play along. You've got to yell as loud as you can and the Q and a move that 
slot

00:45:58 and got to the mts before I even finished the question, mts Michael just says, 
move that. Oh, he's doing it in three first time anybody has ever done that. 
Michael, move that slide. Move that slide and gs. Boom, boom, boom, boom, 
boom. All right, here we go. Ready? You get the entire three pronged attack of 
the super masterclass. Hey, you get the create your email package. You get to 
create your livecast package, you get to create your info product package, all 
with the, um, the one template and all the other stuff. I'll throw in unannounced 
bonuses and all those pieces with each masterclass. Now you get them all from 
w for 97 bucks one time, okay. Or you can go check out in three pay option on 
this page. Okay. And Jeff herring.com forward slash go. Okay, so 97 bucks one 
time, no upsell, hell nothing. Um, monthly. With that, it's a onetime payment of 
97 bucks for all that value of 53 19. Or when you go to this page that I just put in 
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your chat, Jeff herring.com, forward slash go for those of you that need a little 
help, I get that. I remember that. I remember being there very, very clearly and 
um, you'll see a three pay option there as well. All right, so, um, there you go.

00:47:34 Okay.

00:47:36 Now I mentioned in passing earlier that I used to be a counseling psychologist. 
Did that for 25 years. Um, meeting people in my office six to 10 times a day for 
25 years. Meeting them just where they are, finding out where they want to go, 
suggesting they may be able to go even further and helping them get there as 
fast as they can in a way that sticks. Okay. You only one online that brings that 
advantage in like this and all of that qualifies me to tell you about this deal and 
what a good deal it is. Okay.

00:48:22 Okay.

00:48:23 Alright. It qualifies me to tell you the following. You'd be crazy not to join. You'd 
just be crazy not to do this. It's too good a deal, Mary. And they're all going to 
be at this time. You guys are used to this time around four o'clock or four 30 on 
Thursdays. So all of these classes are going to be on Thursdays. So with these 
tools, you're going to be able to finally make the difference and make the profit 
you deserve to make because you're doing what is really working now. This is all 
over stuff and strategies that are really working right now. Not that worked to 
get somebody somewhere years ago. They work right now. So to review. Wait a 
minute. Yeah. Okay. The creator email package 1773 the create your livecast 
package 1773 to create your info product package. 1773 right. Only 97 bucks 
one time worth so much more and there is a three pay there for you to folks. 
Each masterclass includes all these things, the live training, the recorded 
training, the unedited transcripts, the checklists, the universal laws, the 
templates. Really everything you need to do this. The wizards were actual 
applicable ebook I'll put together in a Facebook group where you will get 
ongoing help

00:50:00 and there is the value of them all and the link on where to go. Jeff. herring.com 
forward slash go and I see the orders are coming in and a n please relax. I've not 
forgotten about the genius tip. Thank you for the reminder it's coming. Okay. 
Remember this whole Webinar was built out of one template and it's 
strategically bill for this reason. Okay, boom. Welcome Helen.

00:50:31 Okay,

00:50:32 and Debbie. Oh my goodness. These are all flooding and welcome. You guys. All 
right, well that's something else, okay. And 100% risk free. 30 day guarantee. 
Okay, if I can help you make money, I don't deserve yours, so don't worry about 
that. Now the one template, genius tip first, he recommends you get the super 
masterclass owl. My buddy was a smart guy. First of all, three steps here folks. 
Master the one template. Get really good at this one template, which you will. 
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Once you get on the inside here, everybody on here and he's getting the inside, 
you really do, okay? I made it very manageable at a very small investment, a 
percentage of which goes to lighthouse family retreat and I've even given you a 
three bay, okay? So that's step one. When you master this and you can create 
anything, hey, with this one template, you can create anything. Now I cannot 
100% and make the following promise. All right? Um, but I'm pretty damn sure 
that we are going to do this. Okay. And some people are finding out the 
incredible bonus I haven't even talked about yet. It'll get everybody on, okay?

00:52:22 My goal is to turn this into a super wizard, okay? The one template becomes a 
super wizard where you can create all kinds of things from a wizard dashboard. 
Okay? Jim's on vacation. We got to put our heads together when he gets back. 
All right? But that's coming. Even without a wizard, you're going to be able to 
create anything that you need with this from these parts. And listen, if for some 
reason you can't make the specific training, it's no worry, they're all recorded. 
We'll probably do it in the Facebook group. So the, the, uh, the replay will be 
available right away. And then in your members area with all the other good 
stuff. Now once you can create anything, here's what you do over and over and 
over again. So let's put these three together, master the one template, and you 
can create anything over and over and over and over again. There you go.

00:53:38 And there's your genius tip. Now here's your big bonus at the people that are 
already on board or are already grabbing. I can see you get one week free in the 
coolest mastermind mentor program on the planet, right? Insiders, this is time 
for you to chime in, okay? You get access to everything, including our weekly 90 
minute live mastermind group for an entire week. Dig in, access everything. Get 
all the old stuff, look at all the old masterclasses, look at all the old training, look 
at the look over your shoulders. Get in there and get everything all over you for 
a week. Join us on Tuesday for our 90 minute training. Listen to the old replace, 
okay? You get it free for a week. Hey, and in our first super masterclass training 
a week from today, okay, you'll be offered a really great deal to continue. In 
order to continue, you'll have to do something.

00:54:38 It doesn't just happen, okay? So it's not that nasty forced continuity or anything 
like that. You get a free week is a bonus for this super masterclass. Okay? My 
Lord, that bonus is worth 10 times the price of what I'm asking for, for this super 
masterclass. And then we'll give you, um, then we'll give you an option to 
continue if you want to. Okay. So that's the super bonus for the super 
masterclass@jeffherring.com. Forward slash go welcome aboard to whoever's 
but behind advance Datacom solutions. That's a cool name. Uh, can't wait to 
work with you. Here's what's going to happen when you come on board. Here's 
what's happened for all the folks already so far. Like, Yay, I'm glad to see you on 
board. Okay.

00:55:33 Adriana says, well, I didn't get that opportunity to take Jeff up on it before he 
changes his mind. That's good advice. I might change my mind. I don't know, 
Adriana, but you got a better deal than that. Anything ever else, so don't worry 
about it. Larry says you're going to do it anyway. So do it now. Um, oh, that to 
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me, he says, Michael, Yay. Michael's behind that. Yay. High advanced data 
systems communication or whatever that was. Um, all of you that have already 
coming on board and all of y'all are going to come on board and here's what's 
going to happen. You'll be taken to a page that says, hey, thanks a lot. 
Congratulations, you're in. Okay. And you've got two things to do there. The first 
link you click on is the link that will get you to sign up for your weekend.

00:56:18 The mastermind. Okay, the second leak is signing up for our three. All right, so a 
lot of good stuff waiting for you on the other side of Jeff herring.com forward 
slash go 97 bucks or you got a three pay over there and Jeannie says just 
mastermind is definitely worth the investment. I've wasted so much money on 
the so called expert content gurus and they make the process so complicated, 
most zoomed over my head. Jeff stuff is easily absorbed and doable. So much 
good stuff. Thank you Jeannie. That's a really sweet testimonial. I appreciate 
that a lot. Um, cause I appreciate you guys lock. So I'm just popping that one 
into mine where I saved my testimonials. Jenny, thank you. That's a good one. 
Some other people are saying, let's see, the group is so supportive. Um, Yup, it is 
awesome. Okay.

00:57:19 Yeah.

00:57:20 Bernie says you just can't lose lays confused about super master class. I'm not 
sure what you're confused about, Jenny. I started off this summer doing master 
classes teach in one thing like I could teach how to create an email and that's 
one masterclass. Okay. A super masterclass is three or more combined together. 
Hope that helps. All right, so there's your big bonus a week in the mastermind.

00:57:53 Now, one of the things I asked the mastermind group the other day is what is it 
that makes this special? Michael was asking about the weekly meeting times. 
The mastermind meets for 90 minutes every Tuesday at one 30 eastern. Michael 
and the training times for the super masterclass are going to be Thursdays at 
four 30 starting next Thursday. Okay. The 14th the 21st and the 28th do not 
worry if you can't make any of those. They're all done in the Facebook groups 
available right away as a replay and then in your members area the next day. 
You can ask questions before they occur and you can ask questions after they 
occur. So you're covered all the way around. So I asked him what made this 
mastermind so special and they answered me. Margaret said that generosity, 
kindness, and creativity of the people in our group. You can ask a question or 
asked for feedback and people truly try to help art ecstatic.

00:58:53 His Niche is personal injury lawsuit consultant not to get rich online thing. Okay. 
No one size fits all. Guru Guru isn't. Thank you sir. Bill says the number one thing 
for me is how the group builds upon the ideas, concepts and techniques just 
shares with us. It is the best of both worlds. We learned from Jeff and each 
other as we see how each other is modifying or applying what Jeff is shared. So 
it fits into our own personal businesses circumstances. Yes, Phil. Every get 
together gives us all the mini, all, many chances to fulfill our responsibility, to 
share particular equities as well as learn the same from others. Marlene, we get 
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the information to help us to persevere, gains. I love this part. Great. Gained 
friendships, work with members and similar niches for the advantage of both. 
These guys are always putting together, tell us so much among themselves and 
have fun doing so. And then Sue Ellen, Jeff's instruction is the best for the 
current trends. The online world is changing so rapidly. It's helpful to have a 
mentor who was up to date on trends and honest about what it is, what is and 
what isn't working. That to me is priceless. Thanks guys. Okay, so the link is in 
your chat.

01:00:07 Okay.

01:00:08 And is@jeffherring.com forward slash. Go. I'm Leah. The Tuesday training is the 
mastermind. The results now mastermind Tuesday at one 30 okay. Now take 
that piece of information, put it aside, compartmentalize it. Okay. And now 
we're going to go to Thursdays when we do the super masterclass. Three parts 
right is going to be three Thursdays starting on the 14th at four 30 so 
mastermind Tuesday one 30 master class Thursday four 30 okay. And I'll be 
following up with you. So don't worry, you got two choices. Now folks, if you like 
your results from 2018 if you like your results so far from 2019,

01:01:02 great. Okay, good. Has got it. Good, good. Um, if you've like your results so far, 
great. Okay. Keep doing what you've been doing. If however you don't like your 
results, you want more, this is how to get it and I've made it very, very, very 
manageable for you. Have you checked out the three pay over there? It's a 
really good deal. So by now you might be wondering what happens if I get 
started and then have questions. Are you one of those guys, Jeff that sells me 
something and then just disappears? Let me, let me ask our group in the Q and 
a, those of you that know me, am I one of those guys that sells something and 
then just disappeared? There's a good yay or nay in the Q and a right? Okay. 
That's really not a problem because the Facebook group mastermind is always 
open.

01:01:56 We will have one specifically for this super masterclass. Okay. You'll and as the 
week long bonus of the mastermind, you'll get that Facebook group too. I forgot 
to mention that you'll get to be part of our Facebook group for a week and 
hopefully I'm sure you'll decide to stay. Okay? Nope. Nope. No Way. No Way. 
You won't. Don't disappear. Dave says, ha ha ha. I know sticks like glue as Vicky. 
Um, Ellen says, Jeff did my Instagram highlights. Thanks. It makes me sound like 
a beautician. Okay. Oh my gosh. Okay. I'm going to restrain myself on that one.

01:02:36 All right. It's time to say goodbye. It's time to say goodbye to confusion, to 
overcomplicate option to not knowing where to get started, to not knowing 
what to do next. And it's really time to say goodbye to looking at something and 
going, I can swallow this chunk and it's time to say hello to known exactly where 
to get started. Exactly what to do next. Okay. And how to take the complicated 
and make it simple and how to do it with the one template in small chunks, 
putting it together and mixing them around and getting really good at this. All 
right? And it's the way, the way, the place you say hello to that is that Jeff 
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herring.com forward slash go. I love seeing all these people like Michael 
claiming there one week in the results down mastermind, which is usually 100 
bucks a month or 1000 bucks a year, okay? And that guy, when I say it that way, 
I'm really not charging enough,

01:03:46 okay? Here's your packages. The create your email package to create your 
livecast package to create your info product package all at 1773 each. Total 
value of 53 19 only $97 a one time, no upsell, hell or you can go over to Jeff 
herring.com forward slash go and check out the three pay option. Listen, you 
guys spend more money on fancy coffee a month. Then I'm asking you to invest 
in yourself to learn all this incredible stuff to master all this incredible stuff. Get 
a free week in the mastermind and a portion of this goes to lighthouse, okay? 
This summer, families live in through childhood cancer will be changed forever,

01:04:36 okay?

01:04:36 Because of what you do today. All right. And Caleb and I have volunteered 
there, my youngest son for the last three years, this year, we're in the, they've 
invited us into leadership positions and I'm even more excited than ever. Okay? 
So this is a win all the way around kids. The link is in your chat@jeffherring.com. 
Forward slash go each masterclass, the email package, the livecast package, and 
the info product package gets you the live training, the recording training you'll 
have access to forever. Okay? The unedited transcripts, the checklist, the 
universal laws of templates, wizards were applicable. I'm working on a big one 
for this. I'm going to turn it into an ebook for you, and you're going to have a 
group where you can hang out the whole time. Okay? And we have come to the 
famous last slide. All right? There's your values.

01:05:41 There's your total value. There's the one time where you can check out in three 
pay. Congrats to everybody that's on board. Can't wait to work with Ya. Um, if 
you have any hassles at all getting into any of this stuff, okay? The email is j 
h@jeffherring.com, J h@jeffherring.com. Right now, when you come on board, 
you're going to get into the mastermind, the results now mastermind my 
highest level training free for a week. And you're going to have a link to get you 
signed up for all the, the, um, the trainings on Thursdays. Okay. Um, I'll be 
putting together the, um, the members area, uh, and then we start training a 
week from today and I'll be giving you some stuff to get you started beforehand 
as well. All right, I think I've done a pretty good job of answering questions as 
we've gone through here. I'm, Jeannie says, thanks again for your good stuff. 
You're welcome. Thanks for being such a great member. Um, if I've missed your 
question is not that I'm ignoring you, it's only that you guys had been so very 
interactive as we go here. Uh, so ask them now we've got some time for Q and 
a. So what can I help you with?

01:07:16 Michael says thank you. Say, oh my goodness. Hey, it says they can. Jeff. Uh, 
Larry says you're gonna do this anyway. Get in now. Appreciate that Larry. Have 
a good night man. Alright, so emails, livecasts info products, learn how to do any 
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one of those well is worth a whole lot more than 97 or three payments of 37. 
That's the three pay. Okay? So

01:07:54 think about what else you can invest $37 in, right? Expensive coffee, a meal for 
two with some lousy chain restaurant. And on and on it goes where you can 
invest in yourself, learn skills you're going to use for the rest of your life and 
ended up helping families live in through childhood cancer. Okay? And 
everybody in these things because you contribute. When were there this 
summer and for the first summer we're going twice. We usually only go one 
week, summer, we're going twice. Um, I'll do some live casts there so you can 
see what you help do. Okay? Uh, one of the most amazing things is you're with 
these families from Monday through Saturday and you get to know him, okay?

01:08:45 Do you get to know them? And they get to know you and they ask questions 
like, is this your job or not? We're volunteers. You volunteered to do this, you 
don't get paid. No. And as a matter of fact, we have to raise money to come 
here. We have to raise money, um, to be able to volunteer. And they go, wait a 
minute, you're telling me you're not getting paid for this, your volunteers and 
you have to raise money to even come. Yeah. Why are you doing this is what 
they ask. Where I get choked up and I always answer, I've learned to answer this 
way. I could tell you, but I'd rather show yet and I'll show you this week. Okay.

01:09:43 And then when the magic moments happen during the week, all walk up to that 
family or that couple or that person that asked me, why do you do this? Then I'll 
say cha, I'll say, that's why right there. And they get it. Okay. And so all of you 
that have come on board, my goodness, thank you for, I'm contributing and 
helping do that. Jim says wonderful. Continuation of the one theme started with 
the category of one, right? Yeah, that's part of it. Jim. Helen says, thanks Jeff. 
This was very helpful and I've jumped in. Great. Um, Miriam, you've got the 
address wrong. Um, the let your last two letters are f why they need to be t y. 
Okay. There are not f y there. T y you're welcome. All right. Any other questions 
folks? And thank you for indulging me that heartfelt testimonial.

01:10:46 Okay,

01:10:46 got one. These, I don't think I can ever tell that story without choking up it just, 
and I get to do this and I get to my sons. They think this is normal. They think 
everybody does this. And you guys get to help. Hey, I mean, does that explain 
one reason why I walk around with a grant all the time? I mean, I get to do this. 
That helps me do that one. Um, and I want the same for y'all. Okay. Aw, thanks 
for the Doug. Thanks Jeff for all you do and for sharing your heart. You're 
welcome. Um, you guys can do this too. You can make a difference in your 
niche. And then with the lifestyle and creates, make differences in other places. 
This weekend I'm spending Saturday and maybe longer with about 1500 
teenagers, high schoolers. Thank God I'm only responsible for eight, but we're 
all meeting at one of our churches downtown and uh,

01:11:53 yeah.
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01:11:54 Yeah, that's going to be a blast. Why is it going to be changed? Um, and so this 
allows me to do that. And if it, you know, it's, it in a way it's selfish because it 
feels so good to do. And that's why I talk about it cause I want you to feel good 
too. Okay. So we're going to start wrapping up here. You need to go to Jeff 
herring.com forward slash and go Jeff herring.com forward slash go and get on 
board. You'll get a link to immediately get into your free week in the 
mastermind and immediately get a link to sign up for the, um, the three 
trainings. And, uh, we'll be in touch about more details. Thank you guys for 
being here. A lot of places. You could have been, um, a lot of places online. You 
could have been when you chose to be here. I'm always grateful for that and I 
want you to go get this stuff right now@jeffherring.com. Forward slash go 
nothing else. I can tell you. Um, I've told you everything and as always, go use 
this stuff folks, because it flat out works and we'll catch you next time.
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